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Abstract Stream X-machines have been used to specify
real systems requiring to represent complex data structures. They are a kind of extended finite state machine
using a shared memory to specify communications between the components of systems. In this paper we introduce an extension of the Stream X-machines formalism
in order to specify systems that present temporal requirements. On the one hand, we consider that (output)
actions take time to be performed. On the other hand,
our formalism allows to specify timeouts. Timeouts represent the time a system can wait for the environment to
react. Since timeous affect the set of available actions of
the system, a relation focusing on the functional behavior of systems, that is, the actions that they can perform,
must explicitly take into account the possible timeouts.
We also propose a formal testing methodology allowing
to systematically test a system with respect to a specification. Finally, we introduce a test derivation algorithm.
Given a specification, the derived test suite is sound and
complete, that is, a system under test successfully passes
the test suite if and only if this system conforms to the
specification.

1 Introduction
Formal methods allow the analysis of systems and the
reasoning about them with mathematical precision and
rigor. It is widely recognized that formal methods and
testing are complementary techniques (see, for example,
[6,30,38,8,14,43,20,47,19]), since their combined use increases the confidence on the correctness of the developed systems. In this context, formal testing techniques
provide systematic procedures to check systems under
⋆
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test in such a way that the coverage of critical parts/aspects
depends less on the intuition of the tester.
Real-time systems are a class of systems subject to
timing constraints that are considered critical. Thus, the
necessity to insure the correctness of these systems forces
to apply a methodology which considers time requirements. In order to perform this task, several techniques,
algorithms, and semantic frameworks have been introduced in the literature. In particular, the testing community has shown a growing interest to take into account
time aspects (e.g. [31,12,24,49,46,15,29,7,18,35,34,44,
48]).
The application of formal methods requires to provide languages to formally specify these systems. Even
though there exists a myriad of timed extensions of the
classical frameworks [45,42,50,36,41,1,17,13,2], most of
them specialize only on the time that a system consumes
performing operations. However, another kind of time
constraint can affect systems: Timeouts. A timeout is a
specified period of time that will be allowed to elapse in a
system waiting for an interaction. If the period ends and
no action has been received, then the internal state of
the system changes and its reactions to the actions that
are received from the environment may be different.
The previous considerations led us to propose a formal testing framework for systems where timeouts are
critical [32]. In this work, we introduced an extension
of the Stream X-machines formalism in order to specify timeouts. As usual, we assumed that specifications
and implementations can be modeled by means of the
same formalism, and proposed a formal testing methodology to systematically test a system with respect to
a specification. Testing a system requires using a specific notion of correctness. In our framework, we must
explicitly take into account the possible timeouts when
we establish what it means that an implementation conforms to a specification. That is due to the fact that
timeouts can influence the functional behavior of a system, that is, they influence the actions that the system
can perform at a given point of time. In addition, we
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introduced a notion of test that can delay the execution
of the implementation and also presented an algorithm
to derive sound and complete test suites with respect to
the defined implementation relation.
Although a testing methodology that allows to design
and check systems with timeouts is very useful, temporal
requirements of real-time systems usually involve restrictions over the time that the system spends performing
operations. The combination of both kinds of temporal
aspects, timeouts and time associated with the performance of actions, in a unique temporal formalism should
allow the specifier to define the behavior of systems affected by both kinds of timed restrictions.
This paper represents an extension and continuation
of the work initiated in [32] where only timeouts were
considered. The inclusion of time associated with the
performance of actions requires a suitable extension of
the formalism introduced in our previous work. While
the definition of the new language is not difficult, mixing both kinds of temporal issues complicates the posterior theoretical analysis. In particular, the definition
of timed conformance relations is more involved. These
relations still follow the standard pattern: A system is
correct with respect to a specification if it does not show
any behavior that is forbidden by the specification. However, in addition to functional behaviors, that is, the actions that the system can perform, we have to take into
account temporal behaviors, that is, when these actions
can be performed. Moreover, we have to implicitly consider how these two kinds of behaviors affect each other.
In fact, the time spent by a system waiting for the environment to react has the capability of affecting the
set of available actions of the system. This is so because
the passing of time may trigger a change of the internal
state of the system due to a timeout. Regarding temporal requirements, our testing methodology will take into
account that the system is only responsible for the consumed time while performing actions, not the time that
the system waits for a reaction from the environment (as
we just indicated, this time has to be considered when
evaluating the functional behavior of the system).
In this paper we assume that specifications and implementations can be modeled by means of our extension
of Stream X-machines with temporal constraints, and
propose a formal testing methodology to systematically
test a system with respect to a specification. We introduce a notion of test that includes temporal information
and how to test systems that can be represented by using
our formalism. We also provide an algorithm to derive
test suites from specifications. The main theoretical result of our paper indicates that these test suites have the
same distinguishing power as the presented conformance
relations. In other words, an implementation successfully
passes a test suite iff it is conforming to the specification. Finally, let us remark that in order to have a more
expressive formalism, we remove most of the restrictions
that are usually assumed in Stream X-machines. For ex-
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ample, we do not impose a bound on the number of
states of the system under test. This is required to apply
the standard test generation algorithm based on the Wmethod [11]. More importantly, we do not require that
systems have the property of output-distinguishability,
requiring that any two different functions cannot generate the same output for a given input and memory value.
That is, we allow that systems present non-deterministic
behavior (in [32] we restricted ourselves to deterministic
behaviors).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In order to place our work in context, in the next section
we briefly review related work, with an emphasis on the
three major research lines to (formally) test timed systems. In Section 3 we introduce our model to represent
Stream X-machines with temporal requirements. In Section 4 we introduce the notion of functional and temporal conformance for our framework. In Section 5 we show
how our machines can be tested. In Section 6 we give a
test derivation algorithm and we prove that the derived
test suite is sound and complete. Finally, in Section 7 we
present our conclusions.
2 Related Work
We briefly enumerate the main contributions in the field
of formal timed testing and classify them in three main
categories. First, let us note that our language is based
on Stream X-machines, which have been extensively used
by the formal testing community. The main advantages
of this model are its flexibility and its capabilities to integrate control and data processing. This formalism has
been used to specify systems in different areas (e.g. [25,
3,28,27]) but, to the best of our knowledge, only our
previous work [33,32] used this formalism to design and
test systems that present temporal restrictions.
The standard Stream X-machines test generation algorithm is based on the W-method, introduced by [11]
in the context of finite state machines. This method
presents some restrictions:
– Specifications and implementations must be deterministic.
– The functions associated with the transitions are supposed to be correctly implemented.
– A number of additional conditions, called design for
test conditions, hold.
Under these assumptions the set of tests generated
by this method is guaranteed to determine the correctness of the system [26,25]. In further optimizations, this
method has been modified to reduce the imposed conditions (e.g. [21,5,22]). As we have already explained,
due to the fact that we remove most of the restrictions
on machines, we cannot apply the previously mentioned
methodologies to our extension of Stream X-machines.
Even though our way to deal with timeouts is completely different to that in timed automata [1], it is worth
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to mention that our notion of timeout is related to having invariants associated with states of a timed automata
as described in [46]: Once the value of a clock variable
exceeds the invariant, the system produces a prescribed
output and enters a new state. In the formalism studied
in this paper, we also associate time with the performance of actions.
Regarding testing of temporal requirements, as we
mentioned before, there exist already numerous proposals in the literature. The more classical proposals are
usually based on timed automata, although recent proposals tend to consider other formalisms such as temporal extensions of labeled transition systems and of finite
state machines (e.g. [4,34,35,44,48]). Due to the intrinsical difficulty behind testing timed systems, different
approaches to the problem have been exercised, falling
into one or more of the following categories.
– Only some behaviors, out of those that are relevant
for the correctness of the tested system, are exercised
(e.g. [16,9]). In these cases, methods to choose those
tests that seem to have a higher capability to find
errors are proposed, though they are usually heuristic
or are based on restricting the behavior to be tested
to some specific test purposes.
– A complete finite test suite is derived from the specification, that is, if all tests of the finite suite are passed,
then the tested system is correct (e.g. [10,46]). Usually, the finiteness of this suite requires to introduce
strong assumptions about the system, both to deal
with functional requirements (e.g. to assume that the
maximal number of states in the implementation is
known) and time requirements (e.g. urgency of outputs, discretization of time). In general, the applicability of the derived test suite is not feasible because
the number of derived tests is astronomic.
– A complete infinite test suite is extracted from the
specification (e.g. [31,37,7,35,34]). In this approach,
a test derivation algorithm is defined in such a way
that, for all system behavior that must be tested before granting correctness, a suitable test is added by
the algorithm to the test suite. In this sense, such an
algorithm is complete (that is, it provides full fault
coverage with respect to the considered testing relation) in the limit.
The interest of the work falling in the last category
is that, on the one hand, weaker assumptions are required in these methodologies and, on the other hand,
it is necessary to have a method to find and construct
any required test if we want to select some of these
tests according to some criteria. That is, methods that
are exhaustive in the limit are the basis for other nonexhaustive but more practical methods. The methodology presented in this paper fits into this last category
and, consequently, its aim is to provide test suites that
are complete in the limit while, in turn, no strong as-
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sumptions are required (e.g. about the number of states
of the implementation).
3 A Timed Extension of the Stream X-Machine
Formalism
In this section we introduce our extension of the classical
Stream X-machines model in order to deal with systems
that present temporal requirements. We will add new
features so that the timed behavior of a system can be
properly specified. On the one hand, we consider that
output actions take time to be executed. On the other
hand, we also consider that a machine can evolve by
raising timeouts. Intuitively, if after a given amount of
time, and depending on the current state, we do not
receive an input action, then the machine will change
its current state. Thus, we need to add new features to
the formalism so that this kind of time constraints can
be properly specified. We denote by Time the domain
to define time values. Let us remark that the theory
presented in this paper is independent of the Time set
since we only require that this is a totally ordered set.
During the rest of the paper we will use the following
notation.
Definition 1 Let (Time, ≤) be a totally ordered set such
that ∞ ∈
/ Time. We assume that for all a ∈ Time we
have a < ∞. A tuple of elements (a1 , a2 . . . , an ), with
ai ∈ Time, will be denoted by ā. We say that â = [a1 , a2 )
is an interval if a1 , a2 ∈ Time ∪ {∞} and a1 ≤ a2 . A
tuple of intervals (pˆ1 , . . . , pˆn ) will be denoted by p̆. Let
t̄ = (t1 , . . . , tn ), t̄′ = (t′1 , . . . , t′n ), and q̆ = (qˆ1 , . . . , qˆn ).
We write
– t̄ ∈ q̆ if for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n we have tj ∈ qˆj ;
– t̄ = t̄′ if for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n we have tj = t′j ;
– t̄ ≤ t̄′ if for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n we have tj ≤ t′j .
In addition, we introduce the following notation:
P
–
t̄ denotes the P
sum of the elements belonging to the
n
tuple t̄, that is, j=1 tj ;
– πi (t̄), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, denotes the value ti .
⊓
⊔
Definition 2 A Timed Stream X-machine, in short TSXM,
is a tuple X = (I, O, S, M, Φ, F, T O, sin , min ) where I is
the set of input actions, O is the set of output actions,
S is a finite set of states, M is the memory, Φ, called
the type of X, is a finite set of partial functions, ranging each of them from M × I to O × M × Time called
timed processing functions, F : S × Φ −→ S is the next
state function, T O : S −→ S × (Time ∪ ∞) is the timeout
function, sin ∈ S is the initial state, and min ∈ M em is
the initial memory value.
A transition is a tuple (s, φ, s′ ) where s, s′ ∈ S are the
initial and final states of the transition, and φ ∈ Φ is the
timed processing function associated with the transition.
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start

f selMode

5
5

f selTime

f off

time

f off

f setTimeGrill
f updTime

f setTimeOven
f setTemp
grill

temp

oven

f updTime

f selTemp

f updTemp

I = {bgrill,boven,boff,bset,bup,bdown,tickTime,tickTemp}
O = {display(s)| s ∈ Message},
where Message={25 · n ++ “o C”| 0 ≤ n ≤ 10} ∪ {18 · n ++ “min.”| 0 ≤ n ≤ 10}∪
{“Select Time Oven”,“Select Time Grill”, “Select Temperature Oven”,“Grilling”,“Cooking”,“Stop”}
M = Mode×TempMax×TempSel×TempAct×TimeMax×TimeSel×TimeAct
where Mode={OVEN,GRILL}, TempMax={250}, TempSel={25 · n | 0 ≤ n ≤ 10}, TempAct={n ∈ IN | 0 ≤ n ≤ 250},
TimeMax={180}, TimeSel={10 · n | 0 ≤ n ≤ 18}, TimeAct={n ∈ IN | 0 ≤ n ≤ 180}
min =(null,250,0,0,180,0,0)
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f

selMode(M,boven)
selMode(M,bgrill)
selTime(M[TimeSel]+10<=M[TimeMax],bup)
selTime(M[TimeSel]-10>=0,bdown)
setTimeGrill (M[Mode]=GRILL,bset)
setTimeOven (M[Mode]=OVEN,bset)
selTemp(M[TempSel]+10<=M[TempMax],bup)
selTemp(M[TempSel]-10>=0,bdown)
setTemp(M[Mode]=OVEN,bset)
off(M[TimeAct]+1= M[TimeSel],tickTime)
updTime(M[TimeAct]+1< M[TimeSel],tickTime)
updTemp(M[TempAct]+1< M[TempSel],tickTemp)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

(display(“select Time Oven”),M[Mode]=OVEN,1)
(display(“select Time Grill”),M[Mode]=GRILL,1)
(display(M[TimeSel] ++ “min.”),M[TimeSel]=M[TimeSel]+10,1)
(display(M[TimeSel] ++ “min.”),M[TimeSel]=M[TimeSel]-10,1)
(display(“Grilling”),M,2)
(display(“select Temperature Oven”),M,2)
(display(M[TempSel] ++ “ o C ”),M[TempSel]=M[TempSel]+25,2)
(display(M[TempSel] ++ “ o C ”),M[TempSel]=M[TempSel]-25,2)
(display(“Cooking”),M,2)
(display(“Stop”),M,3)
(display(M[TimeSel]-M[TimeAct]++ “min.”),M[TimeAct]++,0.1)
(display(M[TempAct]),M[TempAct]++,0.1)

Figure 1 An example of Timed Stream X-machine.

A configuration in X is a pair (s, m) where s ∈ S is
the current state and m ∈ M em is the current memory
value.
We say that X is deterministic if for all φ, φ′ ∈ Φ,
if there exists s ∈ S such that (s, φ), (s, φ′ ) ∈ dom(F ),
then φ = φ′ or dom(φ) ∩ dom(φ′ ) = ∅. We say that
X is completely specified if for all s ∈ S, m ∈ M , and
i ∈ I, there exists φ ∈ Φ such that (m, i) ∈ dom(φ) and
(s, φ) ∈ dom(F ).
⊓
⊔
Intuitively, a TSXM is a state machine where arcs connecting states are labeled by timed processing functions.
Each of these functions receives an input and the current
memory values and produces an output while may modify the memory. Additionally, a value t ∈ Time indicates

that the lapse between the reception of the input and
the performance of the output is equal to t time units.
For each state s ∈ S, the application of the timeout
function T O(s) returns a pair (s′ , t) indicating the time
that the machine can remain at the state s waiting for
an input, and the state to which the machine evolves if
no input is received on time, that is, before t time units
pass. We assume that T O(s) = (s′ , t) implies s 6= s′ ,
that is, timeouts always produce a change of the state.
We indicate the absence of a timeout in a given state by
setting the corresponding time value to ∞.
As usual, we do not consider a notion of final state as
in classical automata theory. In fact, in our framework
all the states can be considered as final since all the
sequences that can be performed from the initial state
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are valid. On the contrary, as we will show in Section 5,
tests will have two notions of final state, pass and fail, to
denote that the sequence performed by the tested system
is correct/incorrect.
A TSXM is deterministic if for all state s, all input
action, and all memory value there is at most one processing function that can be applied. Determinism is a
usual restriction when working with Stream X-machines,
although recent work tries to diminish this limitation
(see [22]). In this paper we do not restrict ourselves to
deterministic machines, neither for systems under test
nor for specifications. In turn, a TSXM is completely specified if for all s ∈ S, m ∈ M , and i ∈ I there is always a
possible transition. As usual, we will consider that systems under test are completely specified so that they will
always be able to show a reaction when provided with
an input for a given value of the memory.
Next, we show an application of the TSXM formalism
to the specification of a real system. We will use this
specification as a running example to illustrate some of
the concepts introduced in the paper.
Example 1 Let us consider the machine depicted in Figure 1 based on a simplification of an electronic oven.
In fact, we have only removed some technical details
that might distract the reader from the concepts that we
would like to illustrate. Thus, the specification that we
present is very close to the complete one used to specify
the real oven.
The oven has two operation modes: Oven and grill.
The oven provides a set of buttons (bgrill, boven, boff,
bset, bup, bdown) and a screen. The buttons allow the
user to access the different functionalities of the oven
and correspond to the inputs that can be applied. We
consider two additional inputs, tickTime and tickTemp,
that can be emitted by hardware devices embedded in
the oven, when the temperature of the oven increases
1o C or one unit of time passes, respectively. In our system, outputs correspond to the display of different messages. We define a data type M essage to represent them.
We write display(s) to indicate that the message s ∈
M essage is displayed on the screen. We will use “++”
to concatenate strings. Finally, the internal memory is
a tuple of variables (Mode, TempMax, TempSel, TempAct,
TimeMax, TimeSel, TimeAct) related to the operation
mode of the oven, maximum temperature/time that can
be selected, the temperature/time established by the
user and the current temperature/time. The initial values of these variables is null for Mode and 0 for the rest of
the variables, except TempMax and TimeMax that are initializated to 250 and 180, respectively. The specification
has five states, being start its initial state.
The specification of the oven is depicted in Figure 1.
The different transitions are labeled by the processing
functions that will be executed considering the current
values of the memory and the input applied. All of them
follow the pattern:

5
function name(mem input, p in)=(p out, mem upd,time)

In order to present in a compact way the memory values accepted by the functions, the parameter mem input
corresponds to a condition over the variables of the internal memory, that is, the function could be performed
only if variables of the internal memory fulfill that condition. For example, if we consider the first occurrence
of the processing function f selTemp, the expression
M[TempSel]+10<=M[TempMax]
indicates that this transition will be performed only if
the increase of 10 degrees to the selected temperature
keeps the value below the maximum allowed temperature. In other words, the expression
f selTemp(M[TempSel]+10<=M[TempMax],bup)
is a shorthand to represent all the expressions
f selTemp((x1 , x2 , . . . , x7 ),bup)
such that x1 ∈ Mode, x2 ∈ TempMax, x3 ∈ TempSel, x4 ∈
TempAct, x5 ∈ TimeMax, x6 ∈ TimeSel, x7 ∈ TimeAct,
and x3 + 10 ≤ x2 .
The parameter p in corresponds to the input accepted
and p out to the message displayed after the internal
memory has been updated according to the assignments
indicated in the output parameter mem upd.
Next, we explain the behavior of the oven. The initial state, start, corresponds to the point in which the
user switches on the oven. At the initial state the user
can choose the operation mode by pressing the buttons boven or bgrill. This interaction produces the
execution of the processing function f selMode, changing the system to the time state. The inputs allowed
at this state are bup and bdown to increase/decrease,
respectively, the time of cooking. Once the user sets
the time, by pressing the bset button, depending on
the selected operation mode, a transition will be triggered. If the GRILL mode was selected, then the oven
will switch on the grill. If the OVEN mode was selected,
then the user must establish, using again the buttons
bup and bdown, the temperature. During the cooking
phase, either in GRILL or in OVEN modes, the system will periodically receive signals, represented by the
input tickTemp, that indicate the increment of the temperature. It produces the execution of the processing
function f updTemp until the selected temperature is
reached, represented by the condition M[TempAct]+1 <
M[TempSel]. In addition, the passing of one time unit
will be notified by the emission of the input tickTime
until the time selected by the user passes. When the selected period of time finishes, that is, M[TimeAct]+1=
M[TimeSel], the processing function f off is performed
and the oven switches off.
Overall, the following processes are considered in the
system:
– The user chooses the mode: OVEN or GRILL.
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– The user selects, by pressing the buttons bup or bdown,
the time/temperature. The temperature can be selected only if the mode OVEN was chosen.
– The temperature/time is set by pushing the button
bset.
– The oven automatically updates the time for each
time unit and displays the passed time.
– The oven automatically updates the temperature,
when mode is OVEN, for each degree.
– The oven switches off if the time selected by the user
passes.
– The user can switch off the oven at any time.
There are two states, time and temp, that have associated a timeout of five time units. This means that if
there is no user interaction before five time units, then
the system will go back to the initial state and the oven
will switch off.
⊓
⊔
Next we introduce a partial function that establishes
the relation between a pair (memory values, input sequence) and a triple (output sequence, updated memory
values, time sequence) produced by the application of a
sequence of timed processing functions.
Definition 3 Given a sequence φ̄ ∈ Φ∗ , we consider
k φ̄ k: M em × I ∗ → O∗ × M em × Time to be a partial function inductively defined in the following way:
k ǫ k= {((m, ǫ), (ǫ, m, 0)) | m ∈ M em}


∃ m′′ ∈ M em, t′′ ∈ Time : 





′′ ′′
((m, ī), (ō, m , t )) ∈k φ̄ k
′
k φ̄φ k= ((m, īi), (ōo, m , t))
′′
′ ′
∧ ((m , i), (o, m , t )) ∈ φ 





∧ t = t′ + t′′

where ǫ represents the empty sequence and x̄x represents
the concatenation of the sequence x̄ and the element x.
⊓
⊔
In the previous definition we have used the notation
(a, b) ∈ f instead of the more standard f (a) = b.
Let us note that when we consider a deterministic
TSXM each computation from the initial state to any
other state is completely determined by the input sequence and the initial memory value. In our setting, this
is not the case. This fact complicates the definition of
conformance relations. For example, the same sequence
of inputs can produce different outputs or the same sequence of outputs but with two different time values.
The following notion allows us to compose several transitions possibly preceded by timeouts.
Definition 4 Let X = (I, O, S, M, Φ, F, T O, sin , min ) be
a TSXM. A tuple (s0 , φ, s, t̂) is a step of X for the configuration c0 = (s0 , m0 ), if there exist k ≥ 0 states
s1 , . . . , sk ∈ S, such that F (sk , φ) = s, T O(sj−1 ) =
(sj , tj ) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k, and


k
k
X
X
t̂ = 
tj ,
tj + π2 (T O(sk ))
j=1

j=1

We say that a tuple (t̂1 /i1 /to1 /o1 , . . . , t̂r /ir /tor /or )
is a timed evolution of X if there exist r steps of X
(sin , φ1 , s1 , t̂1 ), . . . , (sr−1 , φr , sr , t̂r ) for the configurations
(sin , min ), . . . , (sr−1 , mr−1 ), respectively, and there exists m ∈ M such that ((min , ī), (ō, m, t)) ∈P
k φ̄ k, where
ī = (i1 , . . . , ir ), ō = (o1 , . . . , or ), and t = rj=1 toj . We
denote by TEvol(X) the set of timed evolutions of X. In
addition, we say that (t̂1 /i1 /o1 , . . . , t̂r /ir /or ) is a functional evolution of M . We denote by FEvol(X) the set
of functional evolutions of M .
⊓
⊔
Intuitively, a step is a transition preceded by zero or
more timeouts. The interval t̂ indicates the time values
where the input action could be received. An evolution
is a sequence of inputs, outputs, and time values corresponding to the transitions of a chain of steps. The first
of these steps begins with the initial state of the machine. These steps include the time interval, indicated
by the different intervals t̂j , when an input could be accepted. As we will explain later when we introduce our
conformance relations, evolutions need to include time
information. Specifically, they must contain information
related to the triggered timeouts. This is due to the fact
that timeouts influence the different timed processing
function sequences that TSXMs can perform. This information is encoded into the intervals. In addition to the
previous information, timed evolutions present the time
consumed to execute each output after receiving each
input in each step of the evolution.
Along the paper, we will refer to a timed evolution
(t̂1 /i1 /to1 /o1 , . . . , t̂r /ir /tor /or ) as (t̆,Pī, to , ō) where t̆ =
r
(tˆ1 , . . . , tˆr ), ī = (i1 , . . . , ir ), to =
j=1 toj , and ō =
(o1 , . . . , or ). Similarly, (t̆, ī, ō) will represent the functional evolution associated to the previous timed evolution.
In the next definition we introduce the concept of
instanced evolution. Intuitively, instanced evolutions are
constructed from evolutions by instantiating to a concrete value each timeout, given by an interval, of the
evolution.
Definition 5 Let X = (I, O, S, M, Φ, F, T O, sin , min ) be
a TSXM and e = (t̆, ī, to , ō) be a timed evolution of X. We
say that the tuple (t̄, ī, to , ō) is an instanced timed evolution of e if t̄ ∈ t̆. In addition, we say that the tuple
(t̄, ī, ō) is an instanced functional evolution of e.
We denote by InsTEvol(X) the set of instanced temporal evolutions of X and by InsFEvol(X) the set of
instanced functional evolutions of X.
⊓
⊔
The next example illustrates the concepts of step and
(instanced) evolutions.
Example 2 Let us consider the TSXM presented in Example 1. For example, (start, f selMode, time, [0, ∞))
represents a step where no timeouts precede the corresponding transition. The processing function f selMode
can be performed at any time if the buttons boven or
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bgrill are pressed by the user. Let us note that these
are the only inputs accepted by the function f selMode.
Another example where no timeouts precede the transition is the step (time, f selTime, time, [0, 5)). The processing function f selTime can be performed before five
time units pass, indicated by the interval [0, 5), if an input belonging to its domain, that is, bup and bdown, is
received. Another step, (time, f selMode, time, [5, ∞)),
is built from the timeout associated to the time state
and the transition outgoing from start. The step represents that if the machine is at time state and after
5 time units no input is received, then the timeout associated with that state will be triggered and the state
will change to start. After this, the machine can accept
an input that belongs to the domain of the processing
function f selMode at any time. Similarly, we can obtain
the step (temp, f selMode, time, [5, ∞)), using the timeout corresponding to the temp state and the transition
outgoing from start.
The following is an example of evolution built from
two steps:


[0, ∞)/boven/“select Time Oven”,

 [0, 5)/bup/“10 min.”,
[0, 5)/bup/“20 min.”
If we consider this evolution we have that these tuples


15/boven/“select Time Oven”,
 2/bup/“10 min.”,

3/bup/“20 min.”

7

Definition 6 Let X = (I, O, S, M, Φ, F, T O, sin , min ) be
a TSXM. The timed function computed by X
T
fX
: I ∗ × Time∗ → O∗ × Time

is defined as follows:

T
fX
= ((ī, t̄), (ō, to )) (t̄, ī, to , ō) ∈ InsTEvol(X)
The function computed by X
fX : I ∗ × Time∗ → O∗
is defined as follows:

fX = ((ī, t̄), ō) (t̄, ī, ō) ∈ InsFEvol(X)
⊓
⊔
Along the paper we will refer to a tuple ((ī, t̄), ō)
as (t̄, σ), where σ = (i1 /o1 , . . . , ir /or ). Respectively, the
tuple (t̄, σ, to ) will represent ((ī, t̄), (ō, to )). The following result shows that for all the elements belonging to
the timed function computed by a TSXM there exists
a sequence of processing functions that computes, in
the specified time, the corresponding inputs/outputs sequence.
Lemma 1 Let X = (I, O, S, M, Φ, F, T O, sin , min ) be a
TSXM. We have that
T
((ī, t̄), (ō, to )) ∈ fX

⇓
∗

∃ φ̄ ∈ Φ , m ∈ M : ((min , ī), (ō, m′ , to )) ∈k φ̄ k

and



1200/boven/“select Time Oven”,
 1/bup/“10 min.”,

4/bup/“20 min.”
are two of its instanced evolutions.
Let us note that a tuple built with the first step followed by more than 18 occurrences of the second step is
not an evolution. That is due to the fact that after the
user presses 18 times the button bup the values of the
memory would not belong to the domain of the function
f selTime.
⊓
⊔
Given a TSXM, we can establish another relation between the input sequences applied to the machine and
the output sequences produced by it. This relation is
given by the execution of a sequence of processing functions, from the initial state of the machine, that allows
to obtain an output sequence in response to an input
sequence. In our formalism, we will require to extend
this relation to consider temporal requirements. On the
one hand, we need to deal with the specified timeouts to
take into account the time values when the machine receives an interaction from the environment. On the other
hand, we must consider the time that the machine needs
to perform the processing functions.

′

Proof: Let ī = (i1 , . . . , ir ), ō = (o1 , . . . , or ), and t̄ =
T
(t1 , . . . , tr ). Since ((ī, t̄), (ō, to )) ∈ fX
we have (t̄, ī, to , ō) ∈
InsTEvol(X). Thus, there exists a timed evolution e =
(ť, ī, to , ō) such that t̄ ∈ ť = (t̂1 , . . . , t̂r ). By Definition 4,
there exist r steps (sin , φ1 , s1 , t̂1 ), . . . , (sr−1 , φr , sr , t̂r ) of
X and m ∈ M such that ((min ,P
ī), (ō, m, to )) ∈ k φ̄ k,
r
where φ̄ = (φ1 , . . . , φr ) and to = j=1 tj .
⊓
⊔
4 Timed Conformance Relations
In order to properly define how to test a system against
a specification it is necessary to state what it means for a
system to conform to a specification. Even though there
are different perspectives to consider what a good implementation is, there is an agreement on correctness if we
consider only functional behavior, that is, abstracting the
time that actions take to be performed. Regarding the
performance of usual inputs and outputs, an implementation should not invent behaviors when inputs specified
in the specification are applied to it. In other words, the
relevant evolutions of the implementation must be contained in those corresponding to the specification. Thus,
all our implementation relations follow the same pattern: An implementation I conforms to a specification
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M1

φ1

φ3

φ1

φ1

M4

2

φ1

φ3

φ1

φ2

2

M2
φ1

φ3

M3

φ1

φ2

I = {a}
O = {x, y, z}
M = {0, 1}
φ1 (a, 0) = (y, 0, 3) φ1 (a, 1) = (y, 0, 3)
φ2 (a, 0) = (x, 1, 5) φ2 (a, 1) = (y, 0, 1)
φ3 (a, 0) = (y, 0, 3) φ3 (a, 1) = (z, 0, 5)

φ1

φ3

Figure 2 Examples of functional conformance.

S if for all possible evolution of S the outputs that the
implementation I may perform after a given input are
a subset of those of the specification. Let us note that
the time spent by a system waiting for the environment
to react has the capability of affecting the set of available outputs of the system. This is because this time
may trigger a change of the state by raising one or more
timeouts. So, our functional conformance relation must
explicitly take into account the maximal time the system
may stay in each state. This time is given by the timeout
of the state. Thus, we require that the implementation
always complies, in a certain manner, with the timeouts
established by the specification.
Additionally, we need to describe what means for a
system to be timely correct with respect to a specification. It would be reasonable to require that any sequence
of the implementation has the same delay as the one
specified by the specification. However, in our context,
the notion of correctness has several possible definitions.
In fact, in the case of timed systems, what is a good
implementation is less precise than in untimed systems.
For example, one may consider that a system I is a good
implementation of a specification S if I takes the same
time to perform its tasks as the specification S while another could consider that the implementation has to be
always/sometimes faster. Thus, for each of these considerations, we will define a different conformance relation,
being the users of our framework who will have to decide
which implementation relation better suites their idea of
what a good implementation is.
In our framework, specifications will be modeled by
timed Stream X-machines. Let us note that we consider black-box testing, that is, a system will be tested
against a specification without having information about
the internal structure of the system. The only knowl-

edge about the system under test (in short, SUT) must
be inferred from the outputs observed when tests interact with the system. As usual, we also consider that
the SUT is described by using a TSXM having the same
sets of inputs and outputs as the specification. We also
assume that SUTs are completely specified (see Definition 2). This is a usual condition in (formal) testing
to ensure that the SUT will be always able to answer
to any stimulus provided by the tester. Let us remind
that we do not restrict the machines to be deterministic. Thus, both implementations and specifications may
present non-deterministic behavior, increasing the expressive power of the framework. Next, we introduce the
conformance relation conff .
Definition 7 Let S and I be two TSXMs. We say that I
functionally conforms to S, denoted by I conff S, if for
all e = (t̆, ī, ō) ∈ FEvol(S), with ō = (o1 , . . . , or−1 , or ),
we have that for all t̄ ∈ t̆ and ō′ = (o1 , . . . , or−1 , o′r )
e′ = ((ī, t̄), o¯′ ) ∈ fI =⇒ e′ ∈ fS
being fS and fI the functions computed by S and I,
respectively, as introduced in Definition 6.
⊓
⊔
Let us note that if the specification is completely
specified then we can remove the condition “for all e =
(t̆, ī, ō) ∈ FEvol(S), with ō = (o1 , . . . , or−1 , or )”.
In the following example we illustrate our notion of
funcional conformance.
Example 3 Let us consider the schematic machines depicted in Figure 2. These diagrams represent simplified
TSXMs. We consider the following notation: A transition
with a label t indicates that a timeout will be applied
at time t, that is, if after t time units no input is received then the timeout is executed. We consider that
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the initial state of the machine is the upper-left one and
that the initial value of the only variable appearing in
the memory is equal to 0.
Let us note that the behavior of M1 and M2 is exactly the same regardless of the timeout presented in
M1 . The only sequences of inputs/outputs that can be
produced by M1 and M2 are a/y and a/y, a/y. We can
say the same regarding the conformance of M2 with respect to M1 . We also have that M1 conforms to M3 . This
is due to the fact that we only consider the sequences of
inputs/outputs that can be performed by M1 , that is,
a/y and a/y, a/y, and both of them can be generated
by M3 . If we consider M2 instead of M1 then the same
considerations apply: M2 conforms to M3 .
Next, we show how the availability of outputs affects
functional conformance. We have that M3 does not conform to either M1 or to M2 . Let us note that if a is
offered in M1 or M2 after executing a/y then only y can
be produced. However, M3 can produce this output as
well as x, which is forbidden by M1 and M2 .
Similarly, we have that M3 does not conform to M4 .
The function φ2 is allowed by M4 after two consecutive
applications of the input a only if the first application
has been performed after 3 time units have passed. Otherwise, the only function allowed will be φ3 . However,
M3 could perform either φ3 or φ2 at any time, depending on which transition has been triggered after the first
input has been applied. Thus, if we consider M4 , wait
three time units, apply a, obtaining y, and then apply
again the input a, then only x can be produced. However, M3 can produce this output as well as y, which is
forbidden by M4 .
⊓
⊔
In the following definition we present our timed conformance relations. We have several possibilities. In order to concentrate on the presentation of the considered relations, in this paper we introduce only three relations, but other relations could be defined by following
the same pattern as [34], where we gave ten relations
for a notion of timed Finite State Machine. Informally,
the confa relation (conforms always) holds if for all instanced timed evolution e of the implementation we have
that if its associated instanced functional evolution is an
instanced functional evolution of the specification, then e
is also an instanced timed evolution of the specification.
In the confw relation (conformance in the worst case)
the implementation is forced, for each instanced timed
evolution fulfilling the previous conditions, to be faster
than the slowest instance of the same evolution in the
specification. The confb relation (conforms in the best
case) is similar but taking into account only the fastest
instance of the specification.
Definition 8 Let X be a TSXM and to ∈ Time. Given
e = (t̄, σ) ∈ fX , we denote by e D to the triple (t̄, σ, to ).
Let S and I be two TSXMs. Our timed conformance
relations are defined as follows:

9

– (always) I confa S iff I conff S and for all e ∈ fI ∩fS
we have that for all t ∈ Time:
e D t ∈ fIT =⇒ e D t ∈ fST
– (best) I confb S iff I conff S and for all e ∈ fI ∩ fS
we have that for all t ∈ Time:
e D t ∈ fIT
⇓
∀ t ∈ Time : e D t′ ∈ fST =⇒ t ≤ t′
′



– (worst) I confw S iff I conff S and for all e ∈ fI ∩ fS
we have that for all t ∈ Time:
e D t ∈ fIT
⇓
′

∃ t ∈ Time : e D t′ ∈ fST ∧ t ≤ t′



⊓
⊔

Next we will show several examples to illustrate the
previous conformance relations.
Example 4 Let us consider the systems depicted in Figure 3. If we consider the machines M2 and M1 we have
that none of the relations given in Definition 8 hold between them. This is due to the existence of different time
values to perform output actions. Let us note that M2
may take 3 time units to perform the output x if it receives the input a after 3 time units, (3/a/3/x), while
M1 only needs 2 time units, (3/a/2/x). Since M2 is,
in any case, slower than M1 for these sequences of inputs/outputs, no conformance relation where M2 is the
SUT and M1 is the specification holds. On the contrary,
if M1 is the SUT and M2 is the specification then all
the relations, except confa , hold. First, let us remark
that the only sequence that both machines can perform
is a/x. Despite the fact that M1 does not take the same
time values as M2 to perform this sequence, its time is
smaller than (in the case that the input is received after
the timeout is triggered) or equal to (in the case that
the input is received before the timeout is triggered) the
time values corresponding to M2 .
As we have seen, reducing the time consumed by actions can produce that a certain TSXM conforms to another one with respect to some of the available conformance relations. Even though the requirements on timeouts are strict, sometimes having different timeouts can
also produce the same effect.
Let us consider M2 and M3 . In this case, the lack of
conformance is produced by the fact that the machines
have different timeouts. Most input/output sequences in
M2 and M3 take the same time values to be performed.
However, there is an exception: The sequence including
the timeout 3. In M2 we have (3/a/3/x) but in M3 we
have (3/a/2/x). This is so because after 3 time units
pass the state does not change yet in M3 . Hence, we have
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φ3
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I = {a, b}
O = {x}
M = {0, 1}
φ1 (a, 0) = (x, 1, 2) φ2 (a, 0) = (x, 1, 3)
φ3 (a, 0) = (x, 1, 4) φ4 (a, 0) = (x, 1, 1)
φ5 (b, 1) = (x, 1, 4) φ6 (b, 1) = (x, 1, 3)
φ6

Figure 3 Examples of timed conformance.

that all relations, except confa , hold but no conformance
relation where M2 is the SUT and M3 is the specification
holds.
Let us consider an example where SUTs and specifications can spend different time values in executing
sequences. We consider M4 and M5 . Both M4 and M5
can execute a/x by spending an amount of time that the
other one cannot take. So, we do not have M4 confa M5 .
The worst time values to execute a/x in M4 and M5 are
4 and 3, respectively, while the best time values are 1
and 2, respectively. The worst time of M4 is not better
than either the worst or the best time of M5 . Thus, we
have neither M4 confw M5 nor M4 confb M5 . On the
contrary, the worst time of M5 is better than the worst
one of M4 but worse than the best one of M4 . Hence,
M5 confw M4 holds but M5 confb M4 does not.
Let us consider M6 and M7 . M6 performs both available sequences (a/x and a/x, b/x) faster than M7 : In M6
they spend 2 and 6 time units, respectively, while these
time values are 4 and 7, respectively, in M7 . So, we have
M6 confw M7 and M6 confb M7 . Let us remark that none
of these relations holds if we exchange the roles of both
machines.
⊓
⊔
Theorem 1 Let I and S be two TSXMs. The relations
given in Definition 8 are related as follows:
I confa S ⇒ I confw S ⇐ I confb S
Proof: Let us note that the condition about functional
conformance is the same in all the definitions. So, we
only need to take into account the conditions on time
values appearing in the second clause of the corresponding relations.
If I confa S then we have that for all e ∈ fI ∩ fS
and t ∈ Time, if e D t ∈ fIT then e D t ∈ fST . So, there
exists t′ = t ∈ Time such that e D t′ ∈ fST and we have
I confw S.
If I confb S then for all e ∈ fI ∩ fS and all t ∈ Time,
if e D t ∈ fIT then all t′ ∈ Time such that e D t′ ∈ fST
fulfills t ≤ t′ . Therefore, in particular, there exists t′ ∈

Time such that e D t′ ∈ fST and t ≤ t′ and we conclude
I confw S.
⊓
⊔
It is interesting to note that if specifications are restricted to be deterministic then the relations confb and
confw would coincide.
The hierarchy of relations induced by Theorem 1 allows us to compare implementations in the following
way: I1 is preferable to I2 to implement S if the former
meets with S a stricter relation.
Definition 9 Let I1 , I2 , S be TSXMs and confx and confy
be timed conformance relations such that I1 confx S,
I2 confy S, confx ⇒ confy . In this case, we say that I1
is preferred to I2 to implement S.
⊓
⊔
5 Definition and Application of Tests
Tests are sequences of inputs to be applied to a SUT.
Once an output is received we have to check whether it
belongs to the set of expected ones or not. In addition to
checking the functional behavior of the SUT, tests have
also to detect whether wrong timed behaviors appear.
Thus, tests have to include capabilities to deal with the
time that the system spends performing the specified
actions and timeouts. On the one hand, we will include
time stamps. The time values recorded from the SUT
while applying the test will be compared with the ones
indicated in the test. Each time stamp will contain a set
of time values for each instanced timed evolution. On the
other hand, tests will include delays before offering input
actions. The purpose of delays is to induce timeouts in
the tested machine. In this way, we may indirectly check
whether the timeouts imposed by the specification are
reflected in the SUT by offering input actions after a
specific delay. Let us note that we cannot observe when
the SUT takes a timeout. However, it is still possible to
check the SUT behavior after different delays. Thus, our
tests have a more complex structure than being a simple sequence of inputs (and its corresponding expected
outputs).
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Figure 4 Examples of Tests.

Definition 10 We say that a test is a tuple represented
by T = (S, I, O, T r, s0 , SI , SO , SF , SP , C, W ) where S is
the set of states, I and O are disjoint sets of inputs and
outputs, respectively, T r ⊆ S × (I ∪ O) × S is the transition relation, s0 ∈ S is the initial state, and the sets
SI , SO , SF , SP ⊆ S are a partition of S. The transition
relation and the sets of states fulfill the following conditions:
– SI is the set of input states. We have that s0 ∈ SI . For
all input state s ∈ SI there exists a unique outgoing
transition (s, a, s′ ) ∈ T r. For this transition we have
that a ∈ I and s′ ∈ SO .
– SO is the set of output states. For all output state
s ∈ SO we have that for all o ∈ O there exists a
unique state s′ such that (s, o, s′ ) ∈ T r. In this case,
s′ ∈
/ SO . Moreover, there do not exist i ∈ I and s′ ∈ S
such that (s, i, s′ ) ∈ T r.
– SF and SP are the sets of fail and pass states, respectively. We say that these states are terminal. Thus,
for all state s ∈ SF ∪ SP we have that there do not
exist a ∈ I ∪ O and s′ ∈ S such that (s, a, s′ ) ∈ T r.
We have two functions: W : SI −→ Time associates
delays with input states while C : SP −→ P(Time) associates time stamps with pass states. We say that a test
T is valid if the graph induced by T is a tree with root at
the initial state s0 . In the rest of the paper we consider
only valid tests.
σ
Let σ = i1 /o1 , . . . , ir /or . We write T =⇒ sT if sT ∈
SF ∪SP and there exist states s12 , s21 , s22 , . . . sr1 , sr2 ∈ S
such that {(s0 , i1 , s12 ), (sr2 , or , sT )} ⊆ T r, for all 2 ≤
j ≤ r we have (sj1 , ij , sj2 ) ∈ T r, and for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r −1
we have (sj2 , oj , s(j+1)1 ) ∈ T r.

Let T be a test, σ = i1 /o1 , . . . , ir /or , sT be a state
σ
σ
of T , and t ∈ Timer . We write T =⇒t sT if T =⇒ sT ,
t1 = W (s0 ) and for all 1 < j ≤ r we have tj = W (sj1 ).
⊓
⊔
In Figure 4 we show a graphical representation of some
σ
tests. Let us remark that T =⇒ sT , and its variant
σ
T
T
T =⇒t s , imply that s is a terminal state. Next we
define the application of a test suite to an implementation. We say that the test suite T is passed if for all test
belonging to the suite we have that the terminal states
reached by the composition of implementation and test
are pass states. Besides, we give different timing conditions in a similar way to what we did for implementation
relations.
Definition 11 Let I be a TSXM, T be a valid test, sT be
a state of T , σ = (ī, ō), where ī = (i1 , . . . , ir ) and ō =
σ
(o1 , . . . , or ), and t = (t1 , . . . , tr ). We write I k T =⇒t sT
σ
σ
if T =⇒t sT and (t̄, σ) ∈ fI . We write I k T =⇒t,t¯o sT if
σ
I k T =⇒t sT and (t̄, σ, to ) ∈ fIT .
Let T be a test suite and e = (t̄, σ, to ) ∈ fIT . We
define Fin State(e, T ) as the set of states
σ

{sT | ∃T ∈ T : I k T =⇒t,to sT }
Let I be a TSXM and T be a test suite. We define the
following timed conformance relations:
– I passes T , denoted by pass(I, T ), if for all T ∈ T
σ
there do not exist σ, sT , t such that I k T =⇒t sT
T
and s ∈ SF .
– I passes always T if pass(I, T ) and for all e = (t̄, σ, to ) ∈
fIT and all sT ∈ Fin State(e, T ), we have to ∈ C(sT ).
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– I passes in the best time T if pass(I, T ) and for all
e = (t̄, σ, to ) ∈ fIT , all sT ∈ Fin State(e, T ), and all
tc ∈ C(sT ), we have to ≤ tc holds.
– I passes in the worst time T if pass(I, T ) and for
all e = (t̄, σ, to ) ∈ fIT and all sT ∈ Fin State(e, T ),
there exists tc ∈ C(sT ) such that to ≤ tc holds.
⊓
⊔
6 Derivation of Sound and Complete Test Suites
In this section we present an algorithm to derive tests
from specifications. The idea underlying our algorithm
consists in traversing the specification in order to get
all the possible input/output sequences in an appropriate way. First, we introduce some additional notation.
The following functions will be used in the forthcoming
derivation algorithm.
Definition 12 Let X = (I, O, S, M, Φ, F, T O, sin , min )
be a TSXM. The function out(s, i, m) computes the set
of outputs associated with those transitions that can be
executed from s after receiving the input i, and assuming
that the value of the memory is given by m.




∃ t ∈ Time, φ ∈ Φ, m′ ∈ M : 
′
out(s, i, m) = o ((m, i), (o, m , t)) ∈ φ


∧ (s, φ) ∈ dom(F )

The function afterTO(s, t, m, t0 ) computes the state
that will be reached in X if we start in the state s assuming that the value of the memory is given by m and
t time units pass without receiving an input. The time
needed to perform previous actions is given by t0 .
afterTO(s, t, m, t0 ) =

 (s, m, t0 )

π2 (T O(s)) > t

 afterTO(π (T O(s)), t − π (T O(s)), m, t ) otherwise
1
2
0

The function after(s, i, o, m, t) is used to compute
all the states that can be reached from a state s after
receiving the input i, producing the output o, for a value
of the memory m, and assuming that t is the amount of
time spent to perform previous actions. In addition, this
function also returns the new value of the memory and
the updated time consumed since the system started its
performance.
after(s, i, o, m, t) =


∃φ∈Φ:


′ ′′
′
′ ′
(s , m , t ) ((m, i), (o, m , t )) ∈ φ


∧ F (s, φ) = s′ ∧ t′ = t + t′′

The previously defined functions can be extended in
the natural way to deal with sets:
S
out(G, i) = (s,m)∈G out(s, i, m)
afterTO(D, t) = {afterTO(s, t, m, to ) | (s, m, to ) ∈ D}
S
after(D, i, o) = (s,m,t)∈D after(s, i, o, m, t)

⊓
⊔
Let us recall that T O(s) denotes the timeout associated with the state s, that is, a pair containing the
reached state after the performance of the timeout and
when the timeout will be triggered.
The algorithm to derive tests from a specification is
given in Figure 5. This algorithm is non-deterministic
and its application generates a single test. By considering all the possible non-deterministic choices in the
algorithm we extract a full test suite from the specification. Let us remark that this set will be, in general,
infinite. For a given specification S, we denote this test
suite by tests(S). Essentially, our algorithm consists in
traversing the specification S in all the possible ways.
Next, we explain how the algorithm works. The set of
pending situations D contains triples (s, m, t) denoting
the state that could have been reached in the transversal of the specification, the corresponding value of the
memory, and the time registered up to this point. The
auxiliary set Saux keeps pairs (D, sT ) associating a state
of the test, that is, sT , with a set of pending situations,
that is, D. Specifically, it indicates that we did not complete the state sT of the test and the possible situations
for completing it with information from the specification
are given by the set D. Let us remark that D is a set
of situations, instead of a single one, due to the nondeterminism that can appear in the specification. Let
us review the different steps of the algorithm. The set
Saux initially contains a tuple with the initial state of
the specification, the initial value of the memory, zero
time units, corresponding to the only possible pending
situation, and the initial state of the test. For each tuple belonging to Saux we have two possibilities. The first
possibility simply indicates that the state of the test under construction becomes a pass state (case 1 of the algorithm). If the second possibility is chosen, then it must
be checked that there exists a delay td and an input i
such that the specification can perform at least one output after applying the input i after the delay td (this is
formalized in the side condition associated with the second inductive case). If this is the case, then we update
the time values by considering that this delay is applied
(step 2.b of the algorithm). Next, we generate an input
transition in the test labeled by i and having as delay td
(steps 2.e–g of the algorithm).
Then, the whole sets of outputs is considered to generate a new transition in the test for each of these outputs (step 2.h of the algorithm). If the output is not
expected by the specification then a transition leading
to a failing state is created. In order to simplify the representation, we can simulate all the transitions leading to
a fail state simply by using an else branch. For expected
outputs we create a transition with the corresponding
output action. Finally, we update and add the appropriate tuple to the set Saux , that is, the new pending
situations after traversing the transitions corresponding
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Input: A specification X = (I, O, S, M, Φ, F, T O, sin , min )
Output: A test case T = (S ′ , I, O, T r, stin , SI , SO , SF , SP , W, C).
Initialization:
– S ′ := {sin }, T r := SI := SO := SF := SP := ∅.
– Saux := {({(sin , min , 0)}, stin )}.
Cases: Choose one of the following two options until Saux = ∅.
1. If (D, sT ) ∈ Saux then perform:
(a) SP := SP ∪ {sT }.
(b) C(sT ) := {t | (s, m, t) ∈ D}.
(c) Saux := Saux − {(D, sT )}.
2. If Saux = {(D, sT )} and there exist td ∈ Time, i ∈ I such that out(SM , i) 6= ∅,
where SM = {(s, m) | (s, m, t) ∈ afterTO(D, td )}, then perform:
(a) Choose td ∈ Time and i ∈ I fulfilling the previous conditions.
(b) D := afterTO(D, td ).
(c) SM := {(s, m) | (s, m, t) ∈ D}.
(d) Saux := ∅.
(e) Consider a fresh state s′ ∈
/ S ′ and let S ′ := S ′ ∪ {s′ }.
T
(f) SI := SI ∪ {s }; SO := SO ∪ {s′ }; T r := T r ∪ {(sT , i, s′ )}.
(g) W (sT ) := td .
(h) For all o ∈ O do
– Consider a fresh state s′′ ∈
/ S ′ and let S ′ := S ′ ∪ {s′′ }.
′
′′
– T r := T r ∪ {(s , o, s )}
– if o ∈ out(SM , i) then perform:
D′ := after(D, i, o); Saux := Saux ∪ {(D′ , s′′ )}.
else SF := SF ∪ {s′′ }.

Figure 5 Derivation of test cases from a specification.

to the input i and each of the expected outputs. Let us
note that finite tests are constructed simply by considering a step where the second case is not applied.
Let us comment on the finiteness of our algorithm.
If we do not impose any restriction on the implementation (e.g. a bound on the number of states) we cannot
determine some important information such as the maximal length of the sequences that the implementation
can perform. In other words, we would need a coverage
criterion to generate a finite test suite. Since we do not
assume any criteria, all we can do is to say that the derived test suite is the (possibly infinite) suite that would
allow us to prove completeness. Obviously, one can impose restrictions such as “generate n tests” or “generate
all the tests with m inputs” and completeness will be
obtained up to that coverage criterion.
Moreover, if we asume a bound n on the number of
states of the SUT, and we consider specification having
at most m states, then we can adapt [23] to the current
framework to conclude that we can restrict ourselves,
under certain conditions, to tests having at most m·n+1
inputs.
Example 5 Next we show how our test generation algorithm works. In Figure 4 we present some tests derived from the specification presented in Figure 1. We
suppose that the initial memory value of the system is
(null,250,0,0,180,0,0).

We will explain the details to produce T1 . In order
to generate the test T1 , a delay of 4 time units is applied
in the step 2.a of the algorithm and the input bgrill
is chosen. A transition labelled by this input is generated in the test. Since the initial state of the specification has associated timeout ∞, the oven will remain in
the initial state. Then, the processing function f selMode
is considered in order to determine the expected output and the new memory value. The processing function f selMode produces the output “select Time Grill”
that is displayed at the screen and the memory value
changes to (GRILL,250,0,0,180,0,0). Thus, a transition for the output “select Time Grill” is created in the
test (step 2.h of the algorithm). Moreover, another transition leading to a fail state is created for the rest of the
outputs, that we represent by the label else. After this,
a delay of 3 time units is established for the new input
state and the input bup is selected. The only processing function that accepts the input bup is f selTime that
will change the memory to (GRILL,250,0,0,180,10,0)
and emit the message “10 min.”. After this, the corresponding transition for the rest of the outputs, leading
to a fail state, is created in test. Next, a delay of 6 time
units triggers the timeout associated with the time state
and the machine changes the state to start. The input
boven is selected. The appropriate transitions are created, and finally step 1 of the algorithm is applied in or-
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der to conclude the generation of this test. Only one pass
state is created. The attached set contains the time values associated with the different possibilities to perform
the complete input/output sequence. Let us remind that
we only consider the lapses, extracted from the specification, between reception of inputs and performance of
outputs. Thus, time passing due to delays of the test is
not taken into account to compute the values belonging
to this set. In our case we have only one value since our
specification needs always three time units, because all
these lapses are equal to one time unit, to perform the
corresponding sequence.
The difference between the tests T1 and T2 lies in
the delays that have been considered before applying
the third input: 6 and 2 time units, respectively. This
fact implies that for the test T2 the output “20 min.”,
produced by the function f selTime, leads to a pass state.
The test T3 corresponds to the selection of the OVEN
mode. The processing function s selMode displays the
message “select Time Oven” and updates the internal
memory to (OVEN,250,0,0,180,0,0). After the user selects the time and presses the button bset, the only
transition whose domain fits with the memory values
is the one labelled by the function f selTemp. Then, the
message “select Temperature Oven” is displayed and the
machine changes to the temp state.
⊓
⊔
The next result relates, for a specification S and an implementation I, conformance relations and application of
test suites. Let us remark that the existence of different
instances of the same timed evolution in the specification is the reason why only some tests (and for some
time values) are forced to be passed by the implementation (e.g. sometimes we only need the fastest/slowest
test). Specifically, we take those tests matching the requirements of the specific conformance relation. In this
sense, the result holds because the temporal conditions
required to conform to the specification and to pass the
test suite are in fact the same.
Theorem 2 Let S and I be two TSXMs. We have that:
– I confa S iff I passes always tests(S).
– I confw S iff I passes in the worst time tests(S).
– I confb S iff I passes in the best time tests(S).
Proof: We will prove the first result. The technique is
similar for the other two ones. First, let us show that I
passes always tests(S) implies Iconfa S. We will use the
contrapositive, that is, we will suppose that I confa S
does not hold and we will prove that I does not pass
tests(S) in the always sense. If I confa S does not hold,
then we have two possibilities:
– Either I conff S does not hold, or
– there exists an instanced timed evolution e such that
e ∈ fIT but e 6∈ fST .
Let us consider the first case, that is, we suppose that
I conff S does not hold. Then, there exist e = (t̄, σ),
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with σ = (i1 /o1 , . . . , /ir /or ) and t̄ = (t1 , . . . , tr ), and
e′ = (t̄, σ ′ ), with σ ′ = (i1 /o1 , . . . , /ir /o′r ), being r ≥ 1
and such that e ∈ fS , e′ ∈ fI , and e′ 6∈ fS . We will
show that there exists a test T ∈ tests(S) such that
σ′

σ

T =⇒t̄ sT , with sT ∈ SP , and T =⇒t̄ uT , with uT ∈ SF .
σ′

By constructing such a test T we obtain I k T =⇒t̄ uT ,
for a fail state uT . Thus, we conclude S does not pass
tests(S). We will build this test T by applying the algorithm given in Figure 5. The different non-deterministic
choices underlying the algorithm will be resolved in the
following way:
1. for 1 ≤ j ≤ r do
(a) Apply case 2 for the input action ij and assign
the time value tj to td .
(b) Apply case 1 to all the elements (D, sT ) ∈ Saux
that are obtained by processing an output different to oj .
endfor
2. Apply the first case to the last element (D, sT ) ∈
Saux .
Let us remark that step 1.a corresponds to continue
the construction of the test in the state reached by the
transition labeled by oj−1 (in the case of j = 1 we mean
the initial state of the test). Let us also note that the
spine of the constructed test is the sequence σ.
Since e′ 6∈ fS , the last application of the second case
σ′

for the output o′r generates a test T such that T =⇒t̄ uT ,
with uT ∈ SF (else branch of the third item of 2.f). Since
σ′

e′ ∈ fI we have that I k T =⇒t̄ uT . Given the fact that
T ∈ tests(S) we deduce that pass(I, tests(S)) does
not hold. Thus, we conclude I does not pass tests(S)
in the always sense.
Let us suppose now that I confa S does not hold
because there exists e = (t̄, σ, to ) ∈ fIT such that (t̄, σ) ∈
fS and e 6∈ fST . Since (t̄, σ) ∈ fS , let us consider the
σ
test T we built before. We have again T =⇒t̄ sT , with
T
s ∈ SP . The time stamps associated with the state sT
are generated by considering all the possible time values
in which σ could be performed in S by considering the
delays contained in t̄. Besides, since e ∈ fIT , we also have
σ
I k T =⇒t̄,to sT . Thus, if e 6∈ fST then to 6∈ C(sT ). We
conclude I does not pass tests(S) in the always sense.
Let us show now that I confa S implies I passes
tests(S) in the always sense. Again by contrapositive,
we will assume that I does not pass tests(S) in the
always sense and we will conclude that I confa S does
not hold. If I does not pass tests(S) in the always sense,
then we have two possibilities:
– Either pass(I, tests(S)) does not hold, or
– there exist an instanced timed evolution e = (t̄, σ, to ) ∈
fIT and a state sT ∈ Fin State(e, tests(S)) such
σ
that I k T =⇒t̄,to sT , with sT ∈ SP and to ∈
/ C(sT ).
First, let us assume that I does not pass tests(S)
in the always sense because pass(I, tests(S)) does not
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hold. Thus, there exists a test T ∈ tests(S), sT ∈ SF ,
σ
σ = (i1 /o1 , . . . , ir /or ), and t̄ such that I k T =⇒t̄ sT .
σ
Therefore, T =⇒t̄ sT . According to our derivation algorithm, a branch of a derived test leads to a fail state
only if its associated output action is not expected in
the specification. Thus, e = (t̄, σ) 6∈ fS . Let us note
that our algorithm allows to create a fail state only
as the result of the application of the second inductive case. One of the premises of this inductive case is
out(SM , i) 6= ∅, that is, the specification is allowed to
perform some output actions after the reception of the
corresponding input. Thus, there exists an output action o′r and a sequence σ ′ = (i1 /o1 , . . . , ir−1 /or−1 , ir /o′r )
such that e′ = (t̄, σ ′ ) ∈ fS . Given the fact that e ∈ fI ,
e 6∈ fS , and e′ ∈ fS , we have that I conff S does not
hold. We conclude I confa S does not hold.
Let us suppose now that I does not pass tests(S)
in the always sense because there exist e = (t̄, σ, to ) ∈
fIT , T ∈ T , and a state sT ∈ Fin State(e, tests(S)) of
σ
T such that I k T =⇒t̄,to sT , with sT ∈ SP and to ∈
/
C(sT ). Since sT ∈ SP we deduce (t̄, σ) ∈ fS . Besides,
by considering that to 6∈ C(sT ), we deduce (t̄, σ, to ) 6∈
fST . Finally, by using (t̄, σ, to ) ∈ fIT , we conclude that
I confa S does not hold.
⊓
⊔

7 Conclusions and future work
We have presented a formal specification and testing
framework for timed systems where timeouts are critical and the lapse between the reception of inputs and
the performance of outputs is quantified. The model introduced for specifying the systems is a suitable extension of the classical Stream X-machines formalism. It
is important to remark that in this paper we remove
the usual limitations considering that implementations
and/or specifications are deterministic. This fact is relevant since it complicates the posterior theoretical development. Three conformance relations have been introduced to define correctness of a system with respect
to a specification. We have introduced a notion of test
that can delay the execution of the tested system as well
as to compare the time that the tested system needs to
perform a certain action with a set of time values. Finally, we have presented an algorithm to derive sound
and complete test suites with respect to the three conformance relations presented in this paper.
In terms of future work, we have already identified
two separate lines. First, we would like to take this work
as a first step, together with [33], to define a testing theory for systems presenting timeouts and using stochastic
time, instead of fix time, to quantify the time that pass
between receiving an input and performing an output.
The second line is to study different methods for reducing the size of the generated test suite. We plan to consider the adaption of state counting [40,39], to deal with
conformance, recently introduced in [23] and adapt it to
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the context of TSXMs, more specifically, to its stochastic
extension.
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